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Supersize v. 2.0 uses

• Using social media 

as a faster, wider, 

cheaper way of 

doing what you’ve 

always done

• Leveraging the 

affordances of social 

media to 

fundamentally 

change social 

structure

Earl, J. & Kimport, K. (2011). Digitally enabled social change: Activism in 

the internet age. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.



Participatory Culture

Students as producers, not just consumers

1. Low barriers to expression and engagement 

2. Strong support for creating and sharing one’s creations 

with others 

3. Informal mentorship whereby what is known by the most 

experienced is passed along to novices 

4. Members believe that their contributions matter 

5. Members feel some degree of social connection with one 

another (at the least they care what other people think 

about what they have created). 

Jenkins, H. (2006). Confronting the challenges of participatory culture: 

Media education for the 21st century (part one). 

http://henryjenkins.org/2006/10/confronting_the_challenges_of.html



The blogging assignment

•Individual blogs on Blogger, Weebly, or Wordpress 

•By 7 am Thursday, must have a new post.

•Blog on behalf of the class—related to course content, 

represents you and the institution professionally.

•“Public voice”:  somewhere between private voice (self 

expression) and commercial voice (selling or 

entertaining); “true to communicator’s own experience 

while joining others in a public conversation”
• Rheingold, H. (2012). Netsmart: How to thrive online. Cambridge, 

MA: MIT Press.











Candidly Introspective:

https://candidlyintrospe

ctive.wordpress.com/

https://candidlyintrospective.wordpress.com/


Supersize intentions

• Online reaction 

papers:

– Get them before class

– Have a joint record of 

work completed

– Students could read 

one another’s work

2.0 outcomes

• Students as engaged 

consumers and 

producers of 

knowledge

– Discover where they 

connect with material

– Gain confidence in their 

own opinions

– Link to additional content

Blood, R. (2000). Weblogs: A history and perspective.

http://www.rebeccablood.net/essays/weblog_history.html



The blogging assignment 2.0

•Assigned to “interest groups” based on cluster analysis 

of their interest in a list of topics

•Each week, have to read and comment on blogs from 

their interest group (plus 1) (graded)

•Badge System: earn badges for doing various things to 

content, format, interaction, readership

• Not graded, but group awards throughout 

semester and individual and group awards at the 

end

•Course assistants



On deck for Fall 2017

• Recruit “coaches” from 

last semester

• After first two weeks, 

they select their teams

• Individual feedback 

weekly, class time 

periodically for group 

feedback

• Battle rounds, Knock out 

rounds, Live rounds to 

select “The Voice”



The Twitter assignment

•Before class Monday: tweet about the reading for the 

week (e.g., a question, a quotation, a pithy summary of 

a key idea)

•By 9 am Thursday: tweet about your blog post to 

encourage readers

•After class Friday: tweet a take-away from this week 

(could be from any of the readings or discussions)

•Always use hashtag #RHMS270









Supersize intentions

Replaced quizzes

Accountability for class reading, attendance

Aid to class preparation



2.0 outcomes

Students as public intellectuals

• Reframed reading from “What will Daena put on 

quiz?” to “What do I/others  find most engaging?”

• Created opportunities for interacting with authors, 

classmates, peers

Expanded boundaries of the classroom

Lesson in social media problem-solving



Challenges and Lessons Learned

•Students have variable experience and expertise

•Lack of control over platforms

•Time commitment

•Evaluation

• Encourage quality, provide feedback but also 

voice, risk, and development

• Keep time commitment manageable, encourage 

participatory culture

• Combination of cr/ncr (course assistant), student 

comments, and portfolio reflection



The Big Lessons/Questions

What happens when classroom is transformed from 

hierarchical teacher-directed to participatory culture?

• Students learn from teacher, one another, outside 

sources

• Students produce as well as consume knowledge

• Students engage publicly with ideas, take 

ownership of what matters most to them

• Class has public persona

• Success requires creativity, problem-solving, 

initiative, collaboration



For more information:

#RHMS270 for Tweets, links to blog posts

Class website: rhms270fa16.weebly.com

Slides etc.: ds.lclark.edu/daena16/

Email me! daena@lclark.edu


